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92nd Commission Meeting
Considers Research Studies

The 92nd meeting of the ACIRWSS
held in Weahlngton, D.C., on March
20. The staff presented ~aarch and
administrative reports for the Com-
mission’s considemtion.

The fnt report conmraed the
study on the Po&W 1- of Fed-
eral Tax Reform on SW Incame Tax
Uitis. ACIR’S preliminary esti-
mates have been favorably received by
the stites, with many citing their
value in mtining and substantiating
the states’ own estimates. The study
will include an analyeis of the relation-
ship between state linkages and the
diverse tipact of tax reform.

The second report considered wcs
A Cri&icalApp-1 of Devaluing Se-
.fectsd Fe&ml-Aid Highway Pre-
- and Revenae Bases.The SW
summarized the cancluaions and the
-enti for and against tumbacks
of highway responsibilities. The Com-
mission adopted three recommend-
ationson stabilizing feded highway fi-
nancing, facilitating stat+lod coop-
eration in highway financing as an in-
termediate goal, and, as a hng-.tsm
goal, turning back all noninterstate
highways.

The study on Ftical Discipline in
the Fedeml System wasdiscussed by
staff and Commission members, and
suggestions for further research were
made. A revised report will be consid-
ered at tie next meeting.

At the meeting Chairmen Wbert
Hawkins announced the appointment

of Commission member Ddel Elazar
to head a wearch agenda committee
that will tiew and recommend pro-
posed studies. The members also dis-
cussed financial mattem and wys for
ACIR to participate in the constitu-
tion Bicentennial celebmtion.

The next meeting of the Commis-
sion till be held on Jme 5, in &
FraUCiSCO,CA, at the Sheraton Paface
Hotel.

Coming Soon . . .

‘1’hraughout the summer md fall,
several new rapoti will he issued by
ACIR on federal tax reform, nlfare,
federalism and the constitution, tort
reform, highway turnbacka, local pub-
lic economy, readings in American
federalism, public opinion, fiscal fed-
efllsm and the measurement of state
fiscal capacity.
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Spotlight on the Washington ACIR

1987 marks the fifth year of opera-
tion for the Waahin@n State Advi-
sory Coxmnission on Intergwernmen-
tal Relations (ACIR). By 1982, the ab-
senm of a recognized forrun for the
open exchange of information be-
tween the state and iti uni~ of lncel
gnvermnent had become a nmttar of
growing cnncern to officials at bntb
levels. Them w agreement that ef-
fective gwernment neceasitatca the
developing snd maintaining of good
state-loml relations, partitiy in
an era of changing roles and relation-
ships among all levels of gwernment.

k recognition of this cnncern, and
with sting support frmn city and
county offlciels, the state ACIR was
created by executive order in May
1982 by then Governor John Spell-
man. As stated in the nrde~ “The
most ti]cient and effective delive~ of
services to the citizens of the state of
Washington requires close coopera-
tion between the state and local gw-
ernmenk. Such cooperation must be
characterized by openness, frankness
md mutual support. The current de-
cline in =nurces available to the
state and to local governmen~ and
the impact . . . of the changing role of
the federal government make coop-
eration wen more necesmry. That co-
operation a best be achieved by e.s-
tablisbing a foti, ongeing entity
that permits discussion, study and
resolution of mattem of mutti con-
cern to all governments within the
state of Washington.”

Organization and Operation

The Washington ACIR is com-
posed of 22 membem who are ap-
pointed by and serve at the pleasure of
the gnvemor. As specK1ed in the ex-

ecutive order, the Cormnission in-
cludes six elected city o~tis, six
elected muuty n~ciala, five state
~ncy directors, and the chaim and
mnkinc minoritv members of’ the

and the Senate Gnvernrnent Opera-
tions Commit*. Governor Rnnth
Gardner servee as ~ As Origi-
nellv eatablisbed. the ACIR had 21

emended “b 1984 to include the execu-
tiVS *r of the Governor’s O~ce
of Indm ~airs.

SW suppnrt is prnvided by the
stite Department of Community De-
velopment (DCD). DCD Director
Richard J. Thnmpson is a member of
the Co-ission and aemee as vice
chair. The ACIR meets on a _
basis, approximately wary two
months.

The ACIR is an action-nriented
group, cuncentmting not on long-
terrn studies of bread academic tipice
but rather on seeking and militating
practical solutions to specK1c inter-
.goverumentat problems. A further ob-
jective has been tn rwiewareae of fric-
tion between the state and local gnv-
emmen~ and to wnrk to resolve these
differences before they become more
serious. In its five years of operation,
the ACIR has served successf~y as a
forurn fnr the discussion and review nf
nurnemus problems, and has werked
effectively as an nmbuds- to bring
together the state and local officials
who can resolve those problems.

Early nn, the ACIR members de-
cided that the meetings should be
structured to provide maximm op-
portunity for discussion rather than
having a series of fomsl presenta-
tions by outside experts or sM. Ac-

Ken Back
Special Assistant

cordingly, the ACIR has functioned as
a working grnup with the members
making many of the mwting presen-
tations. Additionally, time is allotted
at each -sion for input fmm the
membma ~ future agenda
topics. This apprnach has served to
ensure that the issues consided by
the ACIR am those of highest priority
to state and loml offlctis responsible
for the day-to-day operation and
nmnasement of govemmenti pro.
-.
Iaaue$ Conaldered

Since its establishment, the Wash-
ington ACIR has considered a tide va-
riety of in~v-ental issues ad
problems. This is in part a reflection
of the diverse state aud Iod in-ts
represented on the Cormnisaion. ~-
jor sreas of review have includd

—stite economic and revenue
pmjection~

—areas of friction in the state/tO-
Cal ti structure;

–the U.S. Supreme Court’s Eeu.Z-
&r decision and its effect on the
antitmat liibility of local @V-
emmen~

–problems msociated with the
state’s recall procedure

—city, cnunty and state responsi-
bilities in law and justicq

—development of a successor tn
the A-95 review pmcesfi

—local emergency preparedness
pmblemy

—city, county and state msponsi-
bllities in the management and
disposnl of dangerous waetq

—maintenmce of etate and local
public facilities (infrastructure);
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—potential local financial prob-
lems resdting from the state’s
new determinate sentencing
program;

—growth management option$

—implementation of the Job
Training Ptinership Act;

—local tribal relations;

—court reform proposals;

—coping with the loss of feder8f
revenue shting

—local tort liability md the insur-
ance crisis; and

–dealing with strict new solid
waste disposal regulations.

Accomplishments

In addition to seining as a forum
fnr consideration of these and other
complex intergovernmental issues,
the Washington ACIR has been in-
strumental in facilitating the solution
of a number nf significant problems.
For example

—As a result of ACIR delibera-
tions, legislation was passed in 1984
that provides for state assumption of
a pntiion of the cnst of holding state

prisoners in Incal jails. Previously,
counties were bearing a majnr share of
the costs associated with alleviating
overcrowding in the state prisnn sys-
tem.

—The ACIR served to delinmte
the need to determine responsibility
fnr planning, siting and managing
dangerous waste disposal facilities in
the stite. As a result of ACIR consid-
eration of this issue, the state Depart.
ment of ECOIOU, in consultation with
the ACIR and selected Incal officials,
undertook an extensive study that in-
cluded a statewide needs assessment,
development of siting standards and
criteria, and guidelines for disposal fa-
cility operation and management. The
recommendations of the study were
included in a major piece of legislation
that passed the legislate and was
signed by the Wvernnr in 1985.

—The ACIR was instrumental in
wnrking with representatives of the
state Sentencing Guidelines Commis-
sion to ensure that the impact of de-
terminate sentencing on locaf govern-
ment was fully considered. An ACIR
pnsition statement reflecting this con-

cern was formally transmitted to the
legislative leadership. Subsequently,
the enabling legislation was mndified
to provide for the mitigation of any
unforeseen tinancid impact on local
government.

—An ACIR position statement
was fmwarded to the legislative lead-
ership recommending the protision of
additioxml resources tn help defmy in-
creased Incal costs associated with the
prosecution of drunk drivem. As a re.
suft, a state DWI prosecuting assis-
tance grant program was established
by the legislature.

—The Washington ACIR played a
key role in identifying the state’s in-
frastructure problems. Following de-
lineation of the problem by the ACIR,
an extensive study was undetiaken by
the Department of Community Devel-
opment that further identified the
specific public works deficiencies.
Subsequently, the legislature estab-
lished the first state public works
trust fund program in the nation. The
fund will prOvide local governments
with river $45 million in low–interest
loans over the next two years to fi-
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~1/].:II[;ectitict~l!y :~eedeil public works
prOj{*ctis.

—on numerous ocf;asitjns the
ACIR has served as an ombudsman
and facilitator to bring together state
ad local officials in a nonconfronta-
tional setting to resolve intergOv-
ernmenti disputes. A recent exmnple
involved the state Department of La-
bor and Industries and the local gov-
ernment associations. At issue was a
proposed increase in the mnount of
the security deposit that would be re-
quired of local governments which
self-insure for workers compensa-
tion. As a result of ACIR facilitation
and the good faith negotiations of the
department and the local government
associations, a compromise was
rmched and a difflcdt issue resolved.

Current and Future Plana

The coming ymr for the Waahin&
ton ACIR promises to be a busy one.
Several major projects we mder way
or will be starting shortly. Among
these are an in-depth analysis of the
local sales tax program tith the objec-
tive of improving the administmtion
of this vital locaf revenue source. An
ACIR subcommittee has been formed
to work with staff and local guvem-
ment officials to identify areas where
problems exist and to de~lop pro-
posed solutions for consideration by
the fdl commission. Cities md coun-
ties rely heavily on the sales ti to
provide opemting ravenues, and the

lnOst eficient an(! effective admini-
stration of this t= has become even
mm-e crucial with the decline in fed-
eral funds available to local govern-
ments.

The ACIR will continue to monitor
the progress of Washington’s Local
Governance Study Commission
(LGSC) and will provide assistmce as
necessmy. LGSC’S taak is to “examine
tbe evolution of the powem, revenue
sources and service responsibilities of
Waahingtonrs cities, counties and spe-
cial purpose districts in their chanting
economic and demographic context$
analyze futu trends and potential
problems in these and other areas, as
well as the experience of other states;
and make recommendations to the
legislature and governor concerning
policy, sbtutory and constitutional
changes to define more appropriate
roles and activities for cities, counties
and speciaJ pu~ose districts and their
relationships to one another.” The
LGSC is scheduled to complete its
two-year assignment by the end of
this year. A number of ACIR members
also serve on the Lod Governance
Study Commission, thus providing
aother important link between the
two organizations.

In the coming yaar the ACIR will
place incr-ed emphasis on issues
sumounding the disposal of solid
waste. Strict new, federal and state
standards, coupled with higher lod

compliance costs, have made this a
top priority for state and local officials
alike.

Tbe ACIR also will continue to
monitor fedeml and state legislative
proposals which have an impact on
state and loml government. Addi-
tionally, the Commission will work
with local governments to determine
the effects of the recently enacted fed-
ed budget reductions and tax policy
changes, and to help them cope with
the loss of federal dollars.

Finally, the Washington ACIR will
continue to emphasize its mle as an
ombudsu and facilitator to help re-
solve disputes between the states and
Ioml Wvemmen@ before they reach
an impaase. As Governor Gardner has
stated “Washington’s state md lod
governments me all part of the same
governmental fmnily, and a major
function of the ACIR is to help resolve
disagreements among the members of
this family.” The r.molution of inter-
governmental disputes in this manner
has saved countless taxpayer dollars
which might otherwise have been
spent in expensive litigation or which
wodd have required legislative inter-
vention. The Washington ACIR places
a high priority on imprnving inter-
Wvernmental commmication and co-
operation and developing practical so-
lutions to emerging problems. The
ombudsman and facilitator functinns
typify this philosophy.
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An Historical
Perspective

on State
Constitutions

Lawrence M. Friedman

One of the most striking features of
American law and government is the
constitutional system. As it evolved, it
developed two important and closely
linked characteristics. The first is the
reliance on written constitutions. The
federal Constitution is, of course, a
maJor Presence on the American scene.
Yet, every state also has its own con-
stitution, each the product of a unique,
revealing and important constitutional
history. For Americans, the idea of a
charter, fundamental law or constitu-
tion is a deeply ingrained cultural trait,
one might almost say habit.

The second distinguishing characteristic of the
American system is its brand of judicisJ review, which
lodged tremendous power in the various high court
judges. This is, of course, connected to the first tmib
without written constitutions it would be harder if not
impossible for comts to tield the power they do.
Furthermore, it is a general judicial power. In light of this
fact, it is surprising how little scholarly attention has
been paid to the stite constitutions.

The Importance of State Constltutlone

The state constitutions do not deserve this neglect.
They are, to begin with, signifiat in their own right. To
tie just one instance, the California Constitution is the
highest law on many issues for a domtin of 25 million
people. Moreover, during most of the histo~ of this
country, the states were the main arena of economic and
social dwelopment, and of public conflict and dispute.

The history of state constitutions is fufl of little
surprises, and these often shed light, if only obliquely, on
federal constitutional law and American history. Take,
for example, Article 9, Section 4 of the Washington
constitution nf 1889: “MI schonls maintained nr
supported wholly or in part by the public fuds shall be
forever free from sectarian contrnl or influence.” Article
1, Section 11 of that constitution also provided that,”.
No public money or property shall be appropriated for or
applied to any religious worship, exercise or institution,
or the support of any raligious establishment. ”

There were similar provisions in nther state
constitutions, mder which questions were raised about
the acceptability of Bible rsading in the schnnls. In the
m~ority of caaes, Bible reading was upheld, but
Waahingtnn did not gu along tith the crowd. In a sase
decided in 1918, the state supreme coti struck dowu an
~gement offering high school credit for Bible study.
Yet as far w the world of constitutional scholarship is
concerned, the issues of schnol prayer and Bible reading
app~ed suddenly, out of nowhere sn to speak, in Engel
v. Vitile 1and Abington School Dtitict V. Schempp,2in
the 1960s.

Equally important historically is the opposite kind of
evidence. No cases on freedom of speech were decided by
the United States Supreme Cnurt in the 19th centuw the
first decisions date from the time of World W= I. Unless
we look at the state constitutions and the work nf the
state high courts, there is no way nf knowing whether the
issue was important anywhere. The situation, as it turns
out, is not at all the same as school prayer. State roses on
that issue were also quite rare, with only a hmdfd
reported fnr the whnle 19th centmy, Thus, the question
of why freedom of speech became a kgal issue in the 20th
century can be posed more sharply than if the only
evidence we had was the fedemf decisinns.

The historical study of state constitutions is also
important in that it forces us tn ask what a constitution is.
This may seem m obvious, even foolish question, but it
needs to be asked. Our viem tend to be fixed on the
federal constitution. We have become accustomed to the
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idea that a constitution is a sacred text, deeply, almost
religiously, fundamental. The state constitutions have
nothing of this quality. They are, to begin with, much
more impermanent. By 1985, the states had produced a
toti of 147 state constitutions, according to the Book of
tti SWS. huisiaua topped the list with 11; Geo@a had
10; South Carelina, seven; Alabama, Florida and Virginia,
six each. Only 18 states have made do with a single
constitution. Only six of the constitutions in force now
were tied befors 1850, and the Council of State
Governments estimates that the existing documents
have bssn amended nearly 5,000 times.

The appetite to scrap whole constitutions and adopt
new ones began sarly (Pennsylvania’s 1776 Constitution
was replsced in 1790) ad reached a peak between 1876
and 1900. The process abated somewhat in the early 20th
centnry, but, between 1964 and 1982, there were new
constitutions or total revisions in Michigan, Connecticut,
Florida, Pennsyl-ia, Illinois, Vi@nia, North Carolina,
Montana, kuisiaua aud Georgia (two). At the moment,
all appears to be quiet, aa leaat as far as root-aud-bmuch
change is concerned. The amending process, however,
gaROps on.

What State Constitutions Do

State constitutions do much the smne things that the
federal Constitution does, aud they have given rise to
some of the same institutions. Thera is judicial review in
the states just us there is on the federal level. Indeed, a
caae cotid be made for the proposition that state
constitutional law and practice ars essentially like the
fedemf versions.

State constitutions contain many of the same kinds
of provisions as the federal constitution, only in
somewhat different propoti]ons. Fimt, state constitu-
tions describe and establish the fmme of gevernment—
for example, the legislative, executive aud judicid
branches and their powers. Second, they provide for the
civil rights of the citizens—the immunities and powers
which me supposed to be beyond the reach of tempor~
majorities. Third, and here they deviate most from the
federal model, they contain a vaat storehouse of
miscellmeous provisions which we might call “super-
legislation.” These are provisions that do not have a
constitutional stamp they are no different in quality or
type from ordinary laws, but for some historical or
politid raason have been upgraded from the statute
books to constitutional status.

Most stite constitutions contain an ample quantity
of super-legislation. The U.S. Constitution is relatively
pure in this regard, but not entirely—the first part of
Mlcle 9 made the slave trade off limits to congressional
legislation until 180ti and many people wodd classify the
16th Amendment (Prohibition) as a classic example of
super- legislation, and a bad example at that. State
constitutions are often riddled with such provisions,
which, historically, have been a major source of
constitutiouaf instability. Behind each instauce no doubt

lurks some concrete story, factional dispute or clash
among interest groups.

Provisions about fmme of government, powem of the
gnvemor, suffmge, and so on, ~e not merely techniral, of
course. They establish and maintain a specific distri-
bution of power. The federal Constitution was also
concerned with the issues of power and social stmct urq
these were central to the debates of 1787. But its open
texture, md its blend neutdity nf style on most such
issues tends to obscurs the pnint. In any event, whether
by design or evolutinn, the U.S. Constitution has become
a much more flexible instnunent. The state constitu-
tions, blwter and more explicit, have been by the -e
token more brittle.

Stages In Conatltutlonal Development

The states embarked on the constitution-m~ng
process before the present the fedeml government had
even come into etistence. At least one of these early
constitutions, in Maesachwetts (1760), is still in force.
Some of the early constitutions are uncommonly
interesting. They exerted considerable influence on the
drafting of the federal Constitutionaud the Bill of Rights.

After 1787, the main lines of iutluence went the other
wsy. In most cases, when a state drafted a constitution it
used other states as a model, but the &neml outlines of
the federal Constitution, and some of its languags, were
very influential.

The mly constitutions differed greatly from sach
other, but there were some typid patterns. Often the
executive branch was deliberately weakened, with the
Wveruor given vary Iittle power. These previsions
reflected vivid colonial memories. The drafters did not
want state officials to be courtiers or careerists, but
rsfier virtuous amateurs who wedd put aside their plom
for awhile to serve the people in public office.

The power tien from the executive passed to the
legislatures, though in the course of time a certain
disillusionment set in, There were several reasons why
this happened, not least the scandals involving blatant
corruption and rank inefficiency which rocked
legislatures from time to time. By the middle of the 19th
century, it was typicaI of new constitutions to devote
considerable attention to this problem. These
constitutions tended to put limits on the legislatures in
hopes of curing or at least curbing their vices. The
tendency became more pronounced in the 1870s.
Restrictions on the use of state money became common,
as did rules against specific kinds of “speci~ or “local”
laws. Still other provisions tried tn prevent hanky-panky
in the processes of drafting and passing laws.

This is the justification for one of the most important
clauses in many state constitutions, which provides that
every act shall deal with a single subject which must be
expressed in the title. No such clause appem in the U.S.
Constitution, but it was so popular by the 1860s that it
was inserted in the short-lived Confederate Constitu-
tion. Whether such a clause actually helps prevent the old
hidden-ball trick or contributes to purity in the
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legislative process is unknown. What is clear, however, is
that this clause w a gleefti and constit inspiration to
litigants who wanted some statute or other declared
mconstitutiomd. Just aa no one reafly knows what “eqnal
protection” or “due process” means, no one knows, or cmI
know, whether a complimted law “embraces” only one
“subject” and whether the title gives adequate notice of
what this subject is.

Of conrae, the A issue in these caaes w never the
esthetic delight in clean, well-drafted statutm rather it
waa some specific economic and political stmggIe. These
clauses still exist and - still uaafd for tacticaf or
strategic purposes.

Who wit that w cormpting the legislatures? The
blg corporations, the banks, the railmds-or so people
thought. Tbua, in the 1870s, along with the theme of
restriction on the power of the lagislatms went
restrictions on corporate power. At the very end of the
century, some constitutions also began to sonnd tbemea
of conservation of reso-s.

The pmcass of making and rcrnaking state
constitutions has not endad in the 20th cent~.
Snmething on the order of on-foutih of the states have
adopted new constitutions since the end of the Second
World War. The pace haa slackened, however, and it
remaina a question why some statea taruper ao little titi
their constitutions and others so much.

Of coume, an ureplaced constitution is not the came
as an nmunended constitution. Just over half of the states
have initiative or referendmn provisions, usually both.
South Dakota was the fmt state to adopt a device of this
type in 1898, but essentially it was a 20th-centmy
development, usually associated with the Pmgrassive
movement. Progressivism haa come and gone, but the
initiative and referendum are still flourishing. What one
author called “amendomania” in 1949 haa show no signs
of dacreaaing. In some states-Csliiomia is a prime
exainple-the initiative and the referandom are vew
widely used (some wotid say abused). In a sense, there is
not much point in redoing the constitution in Cdifomiu
it is in a constit process of change, with proposals on the
ballot in virtually every election.

Generalizations me not easy, but there does seem to
beard difference between constitution making in the
19th century and today. In the 19th centv,
constitutions tended to be intensely political in the most
literal sense. They were taken to be instrmnents which
not only set out the frame of government but also
expressed the baaic power structure of the state. They
were pro-railroad or anti-milroat they favored the
northern pti of the state or the southern pti, this or
that party or faction. Thus, when there was a political
change, a turn of the wheel, the constitution itself had to
SO, tO be replaced by an instrument embodying the aims
and policies of the victors.

This does not seem to be so much the caae in the 20th
century. Perhaps chmgas in factional power in this
century focus more on seiznre and control of the
bureaucracy. At any rate, our minor political revolutions,

when they occur, do not seem to require a brand-new
constitution. The 20th-centmy constitutions, at least the
recent ones, are less products of political upheaval and
realignment than they are technicians’ ideaa, that is, law
refomr in some highly technical sense.

The two trends are, to be sure, contradictory. The
technocratic approach to constitution making is
inconsistent with the initiative and referendmn
prnceas=, which practically guarantee a blnated
institution. Aff sorts of provisions get shoehorned by
“the people” into the constitutional text. The experts are
not happy with the initiative. The process sesms so nicely
democratic, yet, likely as not, voters are befuddled by a
combination of misleading ads on the one hand and a text
that wntid b~e a ls~er on the other. Still, the prncess
ties on.

Judlclel Review

Tbe most dramatic aapect of American
constitutionalism is judicial review. The Constitution is
the supreme fsw of the Imrd, but, tn quote a famous line
fmm Charles Evans Hughes, the Constitution is what the
judgaa cay it is. This dictum is hard to deny. Hence, to talk
about state constitutions m-s to talk about state high
com-ts and the way they use, interpret or maniptiate
those docrunenta.

State constitutions shed some light on the vexing
question of the origins and legitimacy of judicial review.
In the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776, for example,
there was a ctious provision for a council of censors,
which was a kind of wtchdog over constitutional
behavior. In New York’s first constitution, there - a
prnvision for a coucil of revision, made up of the
guvernor, chancellor and Supreme Coti judges. The
council had the job of reviewing the constitutionality of
bills paased by the legislature.

These provisions point in two directions. The
drafters df tie Pennsylvania Constitution probably did
not think of judicial review in the modem sense
otherwise, they wodd not have written in the provision
for the council. On the other hand, the provision strongly
suggests a search for the solution to what w seen as a
problem—checks and balances were in the air, so to
speak, and judicial review w the ultimate solution.
Whether it w literally intended or not, it came to be
accepted aa the most satisfactory way of controlling the
other two branches.

In the states, judicial review followed, more or less,
the same general course as on the feded level. The great
flowering ofjudicial review took place after the Civil War,
between 1870 and 1900. In fact, during this period, the
state courts ware probably bolder and more inventive
than the federaJ cows in using gene~ clauses aa excuses
or occaaions for review.

This makes state constitutional history in tbe late
19th and early 20th centuries extraordinarily rich and
significant. But it is not an easy history to sum up. There
wers great differences in activism between stite courts. It
is afso easy to e-rate the destructive force of judicial
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review. Most state stitutes passed their constitutional
tests, if they were reviewed at all. It is the infamous cases
which are famous. Exactly what was the impact of judicisl
review on state IegisIation? There is no way to answer this
question systematically, but surely it is less than is
ordintily surmised.

The use of judicial review continued, of course, in the
20th century, and state ceurts have remained extcemely
active. The state supreme courts continue to decide many
roses on classic issues of stite constitutional law, in
proportions that have remained more or less stable since
the 1870s. In addition, the state courts have been
increasingly active in “new” fields of constitutional law,
especially the rights of criminal defendants. In the period
1965-1970, according tn a study by Robert Kegan and his
associates, afmost hsff of all criminal cases before state
supreme courts posed cmrstitutionaf issues—a dramatic
increase.

To be sure, over the past century or so, there have
been changes in the power of state high courts to -te
natimmJ constitutional dotine. It is d oubtfuf that any
mqior new ideas in constitutional law, since the 1950s,
have originated in state courts or wem first devised es
readings of some state constitution. The dmfening
silence that has enveloped the fieId works against that.
More significantly, the incorpomtion doctrine b led to a
kind of “natiotiizatinn” of judicial review. As the 14th
Amendment gul~ down bigger and bi~r chunks of the
Bill of Righ@, the “freedom” of state courts to interpret
their own texts diminished. The center of attention
tended b pass to the federaf courts, which have the power
to impose a national standard on the states. State
jurisprudence became, necess~y, much more of a
tilflower.

The pewerand scope of state judicial review stiti
somewhat relative to review in the federal courts, and the
state courts sank into a kind of dusky obsctity. But this
did not necessarily meau a decrease in power and scope in
absolute terms. “Judicial activism” is not confined to the
federal courts. Many striking esamples of judicial
lawmaking come from the state courts-outside the
constitutional sphere. The total tmsformation of tort
law owes almost nothing to the federal courts and
everything to the state courts.

State Courl Activism

In constitutional law, the federal influence is much
greater, but the sheer quantity of state judicial review has
increased. The courts still decide a substantial number of
cases under their own clauses, which often have no
federal counterpart. What are these mes about? They
me a miscellaneous lot, but include many cases on tbe
validity of tax or re~atory laws. Many @es arise under
clauses dealingtith procedures of the legislature, and the
jurisdiction and tenure ofjudges. This suggests that the
state courts, quietly, have been playing a powerful
politid role, and that they were inserting themselves
into economic iesues that the United States Supreme
Court had given upon almost entirely.

Moreover, in recent yaars, stite courts have been
incr-ingly showing their muscle. This is not surprising,
There are structural reasons which may account for some
of this development; over the course of the last century or
so,high courts in more and more stites have gained toti
control over their dockets. This means courts are free to
choose to decide only “important” cases, which in turn
perhaps enco~s more “activism” than wordd
otherwise be the case. The powerfd work of the United
States Supreme Couct may rdso have an impact Supreme
Court cases generate controversy and make headlines.

One vehicle for the new state court activism is the
interesting doctrine of “independent state grnnnds.” This
doctrine, moreover, permits something close to outright
defiance of the fedecal High Court. The germ of this
doctrine, in Supreme Court jurisprudence, can be tmced
at least es far back as 1874, to language in Mzudoch v.
Memphis.3 But the doctrine has Wtten a tremendous
bmt of enem in the last twu decades. State
constitutional law as a rival to federal law—that is new
and interesting, harder to ignore than state
constitutional law in the past.

Many key cases arise under state bills of rights. To be
s-, state CO- cannot interpret their own cruel and
unusual punishment clauses, for example, to permit
torture. The federal standard nverrides theirs, whether
or not they claim that they we only “interpreting” their
own constitution. But what if they give their bill of rights
a more “expansive” =ding than the federal courts do?
This w one way of reading the issue in the California
*d’ case. The U.S. SupremeCourt had held in an
earlier cnse that a privately owned shopping center did
not have to allow citizens to tnlk, distribute ldeti, and
so on. But in Pruncyard, the state interpreted its
constitution to grant broader fre~speech rights. The
Supreme Court agreed that California was entitled to
“adopt.. . individual liberties more expansive than those
conferred by the Federal Constitution.”

Severaf states have lmped eagerly into the breacb.
California is one of the most egregious examples, so far.
Another is Massachusetts. Here the skte supreme court
has declined the death penalty unconstitutional as a
violation ofti]cle 26 of the state Declaration of Rights, a
clause that for all practid purposes simply mimics
kmguaw in the federal Constitution. Thus, the decision
flatly contmdicts current dogma m enunciated by the
United States Supreme Court. This type of activism is by
no means confined to the big and presumably liberal
states.

There is a logical or theoretical problem here. In
constitutional law, textual “interpretation” is often or
perhaps usually disingenuous, and now, maybe more than
usual. In addition, “more” rights for A often man fewer
rights for B, In the Pru~ard case,the shopping center
complained about its property rights, It was forced to
allow people to hand out leaflets on its own land against
its till. Was this a violation of its federally guaranteed
private property rights? The Supreme Court said no, and
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most commentators aWeed. But the case undeniably has

.

a certain zero-sum aspect.
Even if the only rights cut down are those of the

government, some people think these cases pose a
problem for the federal system. Arguably, the job of the
courts is to establish what “free speech” ought to mem
there me always conflicting values, and what the court is
after is the right line, or the best line, between the rights
of the individual and the collectivity. The court, in
PruneYard, obtiously thought that it was letting
California grant “more” free speech, which is presumed
to be an absolute good, so that there can never be too
much of it. In fact, the Court allowed Califomiato adopt a
differentrule about free speech—to draw a different line.
This may he well and good, but it erodes the national
standard.

There are, of coue, policy arguments on both sides
of this question. It probably makes sense to argue the
issue point by point and sraa hy area. For our purposes, it
is worth noting that the doctrine of “independent state
gromds” permits a revivaf of state constitutional law,
and underscores the importance of the subject. Perhaps
the long years of scholarly neglect will end.

We are also reminded that state constitutions, even
when they use the same words as the federal
Constitution, are not the smne bsasts, either among
themselves or as compared to the “grand Constitution.
State constitutions, too, are not simply documents,
words, pieces of paper. They have a life of their own. They
me part of a complex process, a history, a context, a
trsdition.

m

1370U.S. 421 (1982)

?374U.S. 203 (M8S)

387 U.S. 590, 836 (1874). me Court ww discussingiw rightb review
and reveme stati court judgmenti. Review ww avdable otiy if a
federd question was involved; but even when the federal q“eationhad
been decided wrongly, the Gurt, before reversing, “must further
inquire whether there is my other matter or issue adjudged by the
stite court which is sufflci.ntiy broad tn mtintin the judgment of
that court, notwithstiding the error in deciding the issue raised by
the federd queetion. If this is found b be the cm., the judpent must
be aff,rmed without inquiring inti the soundness of the decision on
such other matter or issue. ”

4PruneyardShopping CetieF v. Robim, 447 U.S. 74 (19S0)

bwren.ce M. Friedman is Professor of Law at
, Stanford Universi@.
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The
United States

Constitution
as an

Incomplete
Text

Donald S. Lutz

Americans are the heirs of a
constitutional tradition that was mature
by the time the United States Con-
stitution was framed in Philadelphia.
The national document was preceded by
18 state constitutions, as well as by the
Articles of Confederation, our first
national Constitution. Furthermore,
three states, mode Island, Connecticut
and Massachusetts, used as their first
constitutions colonial charters written
during the previous century. The other
ten states wrote constitutions many of
w~lch enshrined the political insti-
tutions they had developed as colonies.

The 157 y- fmm the first successful British
settlement in North America util the break with Britain
in 1776 shotid have been long enough to make us
thoroughly British in our political inclinations. Instead,
the longer the colonists lived along the eastern swboard,
the less they resembled their peers in the mother couatry
when it came to the design of fundamental political
institutions. With the Declaration of Independence, the
Americans did not so much reject the British
Constitution as fllrm their own constitutional tradition.
Derived in part fmm English theory and practice,
Ameri- constitutioaalism was distinct from the
tm.dition in wh]ch it was partially reoted.

Commitment to Popular Sovereignty

~lle England had a constitution long before we did,
the United States Constitution is written as a single
document. The impmtance of WIS practice cmmot be
ovemtimati. PIacing everything of constitutiomil
status in a single docnment makes the Constitution more
accessible to the average citizen as opposed to only an
educated elite. Although over time the precise meaning of

~Y Of i~ P=*S woufd be articdated in Supreme
Court opinions, the basic principles of the Constitution
are -ily available. Putting the essentials of a politicsl
system in a single docmnent reflacted, for Americans, a
high level of commitment to bread citizen participation.
~ls commitment to poptiar sovereignty reflects a
profomd shift from the British Constitution.

A relatively complete notion of popdar sovereignty,
as reflected in the U.S. and state constitutions, was
lacking in the 18th-century British Constitution.
Americans felt perfectly comfortable with the idea that
they, as a people, coutd do the following things on their
own authority fomr themselves into a new commmit~
create or replace a government to order the community
at ay timq select and replace those who hold important
positions of political power determine which values bind
them as a community and thus shodd guide those in
guvemment in making decisiony and replace political
institutions that tend to opemte at variance with these
values. The British Constitution, resting on the common
law, a long history of institutional evolution from
feudalism, and to a significant degree on autocmtic
institutions, could not yet begin to genemte the same
commitment to popdar sovereignty that Americans
seemed to take for -ted by 1776.

There were other distinguishing features: a
fuctional separation of powers, bica.meralism on a
completely different haais than in England, use of
different constituencies for electing different officials,
dtierent terms of office for different branches, an
independent judiciary, an elaborate and formal system of
checks, and a formalized method for altering or
amending the Constitution.

Tha Institution of Federa6am

Perhaps the most critical difference between the
English and American systems is the institution of
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federalism, which summarizes the overall position of the
United States Constitution within our ongoing
constitutional tradition. Before there w a national
constitution there were state constitutions which were
the culmination of a process that produced most
American political institutions and practices before 1776.
The existence of those states was a fact of central
importance. Confederation was tried and found to he
inadequate, so Americans devised a system they now call
federalism to crmte an effective national government.

The use of federalism as a central or~izing
principle for our second national Constitution had a
pectiiar effect on its contents. The states are mentioned
explicitly or hy direct implication 50 times in 42 sepamte
sections of the U.S. Constitution. Anyone attempting to
do a close textual analysis of the document is driven time
aud again to the state constitutions to determine what is
m-t or implied by the national Constitution. This has
the effect of raising what should be an obvious
question—what was the intent of the founders in foming
us to consult these other documents?

One of the most important passages involving the
states is tilcle V, describing the mnendment pmcedum.
The concept of formal amendment is not only innovative
but also conveys an important roes-to the mder of
the Constitution-the docmnent is not finished.
Alexauder Hamilton states at the beginning of Federalist
1 that the American political system is an experiment in
government directed by a fme people using reflection and
choice as opposed to accident and force, an experiment
whose titimate outcome must remain. always in doubt.
Thomas Jefferson said each generation must leave its
page in America’s dolding story, and that the ability to
do so was part of the stow’s historical signifimce. At the
very least it waa expected that the formal institutions of
decisionmaking wodd require some adjustment in the
future.

me Definition of Citlzenehlp

Tbe drafters probably foresaw another use for
amendments-completing a definition of citizenship.
Article IV, Section 2 of tbe Constitution establishes that
Ameri~s are simultaneously citizens of the United
States and of the state wherein they reside, a situation
known as “dual citizenship.” Dual citizenship requires
two court systems, national and state. Here, a close
textual analysis reveals an interesting vemion of “the dog
that didn’t bark.” The United States Constitution
contains no definition of citizenship. On the one band, we
might infer that since the ability to vote is an essential
aspect of citizenship, and since those who vote for the
lower house of their respective state legislatures can vote
in federal elections, that we must go to the state
constitutions to determine what is meant by the U.S.
Constitution. On the other hand, while this nicely
illustmtes the close connection between national mrd
state constitutions, it still leaves open the question of wby
w need two court systems if what appears to be dual
citizenship amouts to a single status defined by the

states. There is the further problem that the states are far
from agreeing on a definition of citizenship.

In 1787 most states had a property requirement for
voting and holding nfflce, a situatinn that produced awide
variation in the percentage of the popdation
enfranchised. In some states blacka were completely
excluded from citizenshi~ in others they were included.
In some states religious tests were applied to those
wishing to hold ofticq in others, not. In short, while a
given state might have a reasonably CIW definition of
citizenship, a common national definition was
impossible. If there are “SWS” in the Constitution
whers the fabric does not quite fit smoothly together, it is
often a reflection of this problem of citizenship. It is
reasonable to conclude that this was one of the thin~ left
for future generations to work out, and the amendment
process was one obvious way to to it.

The most important way in which the United States
Constitution is incomplete is that from the beginning the
national document included the state constitutions as
part of the complete text. The role of the states in the
amendment process is CIW from Mlcle V. The role of
the states through the judicial system should be just as
clear.

If the national government had continued to rely on
the states to define nationsJ as WSllas state citizenship,
the situation would have been very pectiiar from a
constitutional point of view. The national judiciary chose
to do otherwise, and, using constitutional amendments,
constructed a national definition of citizenship. This
definition was in important respects also the product of
congressional action that established a naturalization
process and created national stidards for elections, The
continued inability to dd with ille~ aliens, to name just
one relevant problem, indicates that the definition is not
yet complete.

During this century the Supreme Court has gone
beyond helping to define national citizenship and
attempted to enforce its view as tbe definition of state

‘ citizenship as well. Here we have a situation as peculiar as
the original one where the states provided the definition
for both citizenships. If, as the United States Supreme
Court nnw seems to be doing, tbe national definition is
viewed as a common “floor” to be met in state cotis,
there is no constitutional reason wby tbe states cannot
define state citizenship to include other rights aud duties
as well. It will be interesting to see if stite courts and
legislatures decide to tilrm the American constitutional
tradition in this respect and use their ow constitutions
as the basis for defining state citizenship.

Compacta and Conatitutione

By 1776 Americans had evolved a form of document
they called a compact, which included as a second part
something termed a constitution. The constitution
described the bmic institutions for collective decision-
making, distributed power among these institutions, and
established the basic procedures for their operation. The
first part of this compact often included a long preamble
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that created a people and laid out the basic political
principles shined by that people. Often, but not always,
there was also a bill of rights which articulated in greater
detail bwic politid principles, shared values and
common guals. The bill of rights was an implied limit on
governmental power, not in a legalistic sense but more
often in an admonitory sense.

With only a few exceptions, the first state
constitutions were in fact compacts. The Declaration of
Independence contained all the elements that belong to
the tirst part of a compac~ the Articles of Confederation
contained the elements ascribed to a constitution.
To&ther, the Declaration and the Articles comprised our
tirat nationaJ compact. When the Articles were replaced
by the Constitution of 1787, the Declaration of
Independence was not repudiated but remained as the
first part to ow second national compact.

It is noteworthy that those writing the early state
constitutions tended to keep the two parts of the compact
separate-the bill of rights did not have constitutional
status. Insistence by the Antifededists that a bill of
rights be added to the U.S. Constitution raadtad in a new
form of docmnent, one with perhaps mforeaeen
consequences. Because the B1lI of Sights w added as a
series of amendments to the Constitution, they ware by
implication part of it. The second national compact thus
had twn bills nf rights, one symbolic and admonitory, and
nne with legal status as part of the Constitution.

The national Bill of Rights also echoes the bills of
rights found in the early state constitutions, although the
latter are usually more comprehensive, along the lines of
the Declaration. More than one state constitution simply
puts the Declaration at the beginniug as part of the
praamble. Notwithstanding the different perspective
injected by the Federalis& in the Constitution of 1787,
there is remarkable continuity beginning with the
Declaration and inning through the state constitutions,
tbe Articles of Confederation and the U.S. Constitution.

Nor shodd we be s~rised at the substantial
continuity. Of the 55 men sent to the Constitutional
Convention, 44 had served in the Continental Congress
where seven played a prominent part in writing the
W]cley 41 had served in state legislatures where 18 had
prominent roles in writing at least one state constitution;
26 had served in colonial or provincial legislatures; and
eight had signed the Declaration of Independence.
Working from the other end, of the 56 men whn signed
tbe Declaration of Independence, 48 had served in a
colonial Iegislaturq all but one served in the Continental
Congress after the Declaration was signet 32 helped
write the Articles; 33 served in a state legislature where
22 were prominent players in writing at least one
constitution and eight signed the Constitution of 1787.

The Intent of the Foundere

The Constitution is part of our national compact,
and, thus, is incomplete as a feuding docmnent without
the Declaration. At the same time, considered just as a

constitution, it is incomplete without the state
constitutions.

Who actually wrote the founding document? Who are
the “founders” (a term now more problematic than is
generally realized)? It was the resdt of committee work,
floor debate and revision, and frequent reconsiderations
introduced by many people, As far as the public record is
concerned, those who singsd the docment were its
authors. But we know from Madison’s notes that some of
the people who refused to sign the Constitution were far
more active in the debate leading to its design than some
of the signers. Even among those wbo signed the
document, there w considerable disparity in the qdity
and quantity of their contribution. Even James Madison,
often considered the father of the Constitution, did not
play a dominating rcde. No one person nr small group
dominated the convention.

Many men who wera not at the Constitutional
Convention are also considered founders, such as
Thomas Jefferson, John Adams and other signem of the
Declaration nf Independence. Scholars have long linked
the Declaration and the Constitution, and most
Americans view the Declaration as a founding docmnent
of the United States, as witnessed by the Bicentennial
celebration in 1976. It is rmonable tn conclude that
those who wte the first state constitutions and the
H]cles of Confederation must also be included among
the Fomdem.

If w now aak the intention of the foudem, the
answer is both problematic and misleading. We must now
consider the intentions of many more people than those
who met in Philadelphia in 1787. Nor can we identify a
single person or small group and examine their private or
public writings to determine the Fomdera’ intant. If
Madison’s notes to the Convention are reliable, he is
exemplary only in that he, like many others, defended a
founding in which he was a participant, mana~d to get
only a small part of what he wanted, but worked hard

~WY tO defend the work of the many. The narrower,
though relevant, question of the intention of those who
wrote the Constitution of 1787 must be answered in part
by saying they intended for us to read the state
constitutions as well. Without the state constitutions, the
national Constitution m written was an incomplete text.

The Grand Experiment

It is reasonable to conclude that the Founders viewed
American government m an experiment directed by a
free people attempting to use reflection and choice, that
they expected each generation to write its page in the
nation’s unfolding story, At the same time, the Foundem
wodd not have us believe that the experiment is to
proceed without rules to distinguish a valid from an
invtid outcome, or that any generation should start a
completely new story, change the major nutline of the
plot or disown earlier chapters.

There is a set of underlying commitments that define
not only the proper methodology of the experiment but
also the criteria for its failure. These commitments not
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only pemrit continuing updates in the story but dso limit
what cm be co]lsidered vslid extensions of the story.

Americans me still defining the political system, so
we nre in a sense part of the founding—and this was

appwently one of the founder’s intentions. We am part of
an ongoing process in which we deliberate not only
among ourselves but also with those who have come
before. The Bicentennial celebrates those underlying
commitments which continue to define America but
whose implications are still not completely resolved.

The status of blacks, the sitnation of tbe native
Ameri-, the uncertainty about ille~ aliens, tbe rights
of the accused, the role of reli@on in politics—these and
many other controversies sre reflections of the
Constitution’s incompleteness. And sfl of these
controvemies involve state governments, gnided by their
own constitutions. What we have with the institution of
federalism-without which there could have been no
extended, nationaJ republic—is a interlocking system of
constitutions in which no one document is in itself a
complete text.

The Constitution waa looked on as an experiment
that nesded carefuf control adsome meas for futw
adjustment. The prnvision for the amendment prucess
and putting significant power in the state guvemments
sre manifestations of this perspective. It was lefi for
future generations to judge the prugress of the
experiment, mske adjustments, ad add their ow
considered innovations.

Beyond questions ddlng with the Fomders’
intentions, there will sfways be issues thst mnnot be
resolved without expanding the text. New prublems m’ise,
and old ones take on new rmd unexpected fores. For
exsrnple, it is now possible for authorities to listen to our
every wurd without ever tapping a phone line.
Technology hsa advanced to a point where the issue of
privncy needs further constitutional development, but
there is nothing in the Constitution that d~s explicitly
with privney. If ever there was a potentisf constitutional
issue thst plended for state action, WIS is one.

Viewing the Constitution aa a politicsf text and ss sn
incomplete text, we sre led to pruspects ad conclusions
somewhat at vsrimce with standard constitutioti
rmalysis. At the ssme time, we are led back to a more
tradition perspective on the Constitution that,
irunimlly, opens up the possibility of a deeper
involvement by contempormy Americans in
constitutional development—development that coufd
involve the states more actively.

Donald S. Lutz is a Professor of Political

Science at the University of Howton.
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The Emerging
Agenda
in State

Constitutional
Law

Stanley M. Mosk

There may appear to be a kind of
heresy in mentioning alternatives to the
United States Constitution in this period
when we are celebrating the Bicen-
tennial of that remarkable document.
The response to any such criticism can
only be that human liberty is so fun-
damental that we must explore every
avenue for ita presemation. There are
times when it maybe expedient to look to
international instruments-the Uni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights, for
example-or to state constitutions.

Take, for openers, the right of Privacy. In comts
throughout the land, that somewhat elusive concept is
being ur~d and generally accepted. Siguifica.ntly, in
many respects the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the stite constitutions protect individtis in a
similar manner, and more expansively than does the
United States Constitution.

Example a police off]cer or a public prosecutor may
walk into a bauk, and with no authority of process,
demand to examine the bank records of an individti or
corporation. There is no constitutional violation, says the
United States Supreme Court. But some stites have
pointed out that canceled checks, loan applications and
other banking tra.naactions am a mini-biography, that
one reasonably expects private bank records to be used
only for internal bank processes, and, therefore, an
examination of them violates the state constitutiomd
right of privacy unless the records are obtained by a
warrant or subpoena. Doss one rsaaombly expect privacy
in credit card records or unlisted telephone nmbera?
Tune in later.

Education as a Fundamental Right?

To most of ua, learning and knowledge me om’ most
prized possessions. Yet, in San Antonin Ihpendeti
School Disttict v.Rodri&z’ in 1973, the Supreme Comt
specifically held that education is not a fundamental
right, ad it hm never retreated from that position.
Contrast that result with the growing nwber of states
that have recognized the inherent value of public
education. Cdifomiai in its celebrated 1971 Serrano v.
Ptiest2 caae, openly and timdy declared that “the
distinctive aud priceless fuction of education in our
society warrants, indeed compels, our treating it m a
fmdamental interest.” Courts in Connecticut, Michigan,
Wyoming, Arizona, Mississippi, Wmhington, Wisconsin
and West Virginia have reached the same fundamental
right conclusion.

The Stata-Church Conflict Goes On

The revival of religious fervor in the country-indeed
throughout the world—and the aggressiveness of the
fmdamentalist movement indicate future caaes in the
seemingly perpetual chumh-state cofllct. In this area,
United States Supreme Cod wes have not been models
of clarity.

In Eversonv. bard of Education3 in 1947, the comt
upheld a New Jersey statute which authorized
reimb~ement to parents for fares to transport their
children to public or nonprofit private schools, including
religious schools. In a five-to-four decision, the majority
held that the legislation did no more than protide a
general program to aasist parenta, re~dless of their
religion, to get their children to school safely and
expeditiously.

The tirat case dealing with the constitutionality of
providing textbooks for use in religious schools was the
1968 Board of Education v. Al~en4 challenge to a New
York law. The court invoked what has come to be called
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the “child benefit” theory, i.e., it held that the financial
benetit of the program w to the children and their
parents rather thau to the parochial schools, that no
fuds or books were fwished to the schools, Moreover,
it held, while books, uulike buses, are critical to the
teaching process, the record did not support the
proposition that textbooks on nonreligious subjects were
used by the parochial schools to teach religion. bter, in
1973, the Supreme Court declared that a law which
confem an indirect, remote and incidental benetit on
religious institutions is not fnr that reason alone
unconstitutional.

The “child benefit” thenry has been criticized by
several state courts on the ground that it proves too
much. If the fact that a child is aided by an expenditure of
public money insufates a statute from chaflenge, con-
stitutional prohibitions of stite aid to sectarian schools
would be virtually eradicated. There is no logical stopping
point.

It is impossible to predict how many states will rely
on their own constitutions to retain the tiditionaJ dl of
separation, but some have done so and others will face the
test iu the near future. Many stabs have constitutional
provisions more precise and sweeping than the Flint
Amendment, and have been stricter than the Supreme
Court in enfoming separation of church and state.

What to Do about Miranda

High on the constitutiomd agenda in tbe next few
years till be what, if anything, to do about Mirandn.
when the Mirati v. Arizow5 riding was annouuced in
1966, many sbtes were reluctant to accept it. Some wen
dragged kicking and screaming into conformity. But
conform they did. The question will be, if Mimndn
expfi-and, b paraphrase Mark Twain, reports of its
imminent demise are no doubt exaggerated-will the
states revert to policies of anything-goos-at-th~
stationhouae or will they insist on some form of
Mtitia-type -ing mder state constitutional
authority?

Unless the Supreme Court shodd nde that a
Mirarufu warning is absolutely forbidden—which seems
inconceivable-many if not most states will adhere to the
rides they adopted. It has taken two demdes, but law
enforcement officers in the states have becnme
reconciled to giting appropriate -ings to suspects.
And trial judges understand that they must reject
statements obtained from defendants who were not
warned. Many of the stite decisions have been based on
state constitutions.

For example, in a New York case the Supreme Court
permitted statement obtained in violation of Miranda
to be used for impeachment purposes. California, Hawaii,
Tesas and some other states have held that if a statement
offends Mimti it is useless for all p~oses.

Good Faith and the Exclusionary Rule

Another hole was dug in the exclusionary nde by the
United States Supreme Court in 1964. In United Statesv.

hon$ the court announced the “good faith” exception to
the exclusionary rufe In the absence of an allegation of
misconduct by the judge, suppression of evidence
obtained by search warrant is, as a matter of federal law,
appropriate only if the officers were dishonest in
preparing their ~ldavit for the warrantor cnuld have no
objective, reasonable belief of probable cause.

In addressing the question of the proper remedy for
an unconstitutional search, the court weighed the costs
and benefits of preventing the use of “inherently
trustworthy tangible evidence obtilned in reliance on a
search warrant issued by a detached and neutral
magistrate that ultimately is found to be defective. ”

The good faith doctrine was expanded to include
reasonableness in a recent case in which the Baltimore
police actually invaded the wong apartment. In a
sk-three vote, Justice Stevens held for the court that the
validity of the search depended on whether the officers’
failwe * “objectively undemtnndable aud reasonable.”

Several state courts, nntably New Jersey, New York,
Michigan, Mississippi aud Wisconsin, have declined on
state constitutional grounds to follow hon. and will
probably do with the later ruling. All the cases to date
involved searches conducted pmuant to a —t later
determined to be invalid.

7he Uae of Pratrlel Silenca

Another significant fedemf-state conflict arises over
the use of a defendaut’s pretrial silence. All jurisdictions
agree that the silence of a defendant, under a claim of
privilege against self-incrimination, may not be
admitted. But there is some divergence as to the use of
such sifence for impeachment purposes. Most state cases
agree that the silence must amount to an invocation of
Fifth Amendment rights in order to be excluded.

After arrest, however, the dichotomy depends on
whether Miranda warnin~ have been given. If so,
obviously it wodd be unconscionable to penalize a
defendant for remainiug silent after he has been told by
the authorities that he has a right to refuse to talk.
However, if Mti~ warnings have not been given, the
U.S. Supreme Court held that a defendaut’s cnn-
stitutiond rights arc nnt tinlated by permitting him to be
cross-examined about his prc-Miranda silence.

Courts in Washington, Connecticut, Almka, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Texas and California reached a
contrary conclwion. The last relied entirely on the state
constitution. Several of the cases feared that to aflow the
defendant’s silence tn be used for any purpose would
invite the pnlice to dispense with Mirati warnings.
They also expressed cnncem that silence used for
impeachment would likely be used by the jury in
determination of guilt.

Obscenity

A conflict is inevitable between nationaJ and state
standards in the field of obscenity. Under the U.S.
Supreme Court’s Miller v. CalifomiaT rubric material is
obscene it (1) it depicts sexual conduct in a patently
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offeasive mannev (2) the average person, applying
contemporary state standards, wotid find that it, taken
as a whole, appeals to a prurient interest in sew and (3)
taken as a whole it lacka serious literary, artistic, politicaJ
or scientific value.

Recently, the Oregon Supreme Court, dealing with
the conviction of the proprietor of an adaft bookstore
tier his entirs inventory was seized in a police raid,
declared that its constitution waa written by “rugged and
mbuat individuals dedicated to founding a free society
unfettered by the government imposition of some
people’s views of modity on the free expression of
others.” Oregun’s pioneers intended to protect freedom
of expression “on any subject whatever,” including the
subject of sex. Rejecting the Milkr rrde, the state court
declared, “In this state any person can write, print, read,
=Y, shOw or sell anything to a consenting adult even
though that expression may be genedly or universally
considered ‘obscene.’ “

The Fete of Peremptory Challenges

There is no better example of how the states can be
laboratories for development of the law thaa the fate of
Swain v. fiati.’ In that caae, tbe majority of the
United States Supreme Court held that there could be no
limitations whatever on the exercise of peremptory
challen~s in jury selection. A modest concession w
made if a defendant cnuJd demonstrate a long pattern of
discriminatory me of the challenges. This, of course, w
an impossibility.

The Cfllfomia Supreme Court rejected Swain,
holding that there codd be a limitation on peremptow
chsllengea if they were employed for a discriminatory
purpose. The method of determining the systematic
exclnaion of a group wae described in detail, and if
discrimination was evident the trial judge codd dl on
the prosecutor to explain each of his challenges. If he
fluaked the test, the entire jury panel w to be excused
and a new une brought in. Maasachuaetta adopted much
the same prucedure.

Last YW, the United States Supreme Court
admitted that Swain is not workable, and finally
conceded that the use of peremptory challenges for
discriminatory purposes must not be condoned. This
suggssts that state courts can have a significant effect on
the pattern of the law, even federal law.

The Boundaries of Permleeible Seerchee

Motor vehicles present a particular problem aa
courts at every level grapple with the boundaries of
permissible searches.

A person stopped by a police officer for a simple
ttilc violation may be subjected to a full body swch
and the vehicle may be searched. There is no consti-
tutional violation, says the United States Supreme Court.
But Hawaii and other states have found such police
conduct offensive to state constitutional provisions
unless the officer has articulable reaaons to suspect illegal
conduct other than the minor t~lc infraction. Most

courts have difficulty in ascertaining the limits, if any, of
automobile searches in light of more recent federal
opinions, and the states are likely to reach independent
and varying conclusions.

Tbe right of police to inventory the contents of an
impouaded motor vehicle results in another conflict
between United States Supreme Court and state court
decisions. The Supreme Court has held inventory
searches of automobiles to be consistent with the Fourth
Amendment, aad baa justified the inventory as a m-s
to prutect the pulice and garage attendant from
subsequent false claims of theft.

Colorado and California reached a different
conclusion. since property could conceivably disapp=
prior to or during the inventory, a simpler solution wotid
be to lock and seal the vehicle in a secure facility. The
Cafifomia caae, Peopk v. Mo.rzstti,g waa particularly
blatanti the woman was not a criminal suspect, but had
been in an autn accident and had been Men to the
hospital. It is difficult tn justify the police searching her
car trunk and examining a closed suitcase, all on an
inventory thenry.

Whoee Freedom?

My favorite federal-state dichotnmy relates to a not
uncommnn situation: a smrdl, orderly group of citizens
undertakes to pass out l~ets, or tn solicit signatures on
petitions, in a privately owned shopping center. The
shopping center owners seek to prohibit the activity.

Obvinusly there is a built-in tensinn between twn
cnnstitutionaf guarantees. On the one hand, the citizens
assert their right of freedom of speech aad the right to
petition the gnvemment for redress of grievances. On the
otherhmd, the shopping center owner asserts his right to
cuntrnl h]s private prnperty and tn exclude aIl
non-business related activity. W]ch right is to prevail?

The Supreme Court of California held in 1970 that
unless there is obstruction or undue interference with
nnnual business operations the bare title nf the property
nwnera does nnt outweigh the substantial interest of
individuals and groups tn engage in peaceful and orderly
free speech and petitioning activities on the premises of
shopping centers open to the public. This, nf course, is
subject to reasonable time, place and manner
restrictions.

On four occasions the shopping center owner sought
certiorari aad rehearing from denial uf certiorari, and in
each case he was rebuffed by the United States Supreme
Court, with no votes noted tn Wt. We had every reason
to believe that we had acceptable law.

Twn years later, however, the Supreme Court took
over aa almost identical case from Oregon and held that
the owaers had the right tn prohibit distribution of
political handbills unrelated tu the uperation nf the
shopping center. Back to the California Supreme Court
cme the shopping center owners and asked to be relieved
from tbe previous orders, A four-three majority of the
state cnurt agreed that we were bound by the US.
Supreme Court ruling.
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Five years later, in 1979, a new m~ority of the
CaJifomia com’t decided in Robins v. Prunsyard~Othat
the free speech previsions of the state constitution offer
“greater protection than the First Amendment now
seems to provide.” The United States Supreme Coti
gmnted certiorari, and we sensed doom to our theory of
state constitutionalism. But the Supreme Coti agreed
with the state coti, nine-zero, declaring that the earlier
Supreme Comt =oning did not “limit the authority of
the state to exercise its police power or its sovereign right
to adopt in its constitution individual liberties more
expansive than those conferred by the Federal
Constitution. .“

Federalism and tha Blcentannlal

No doubt, there is a growing interest in true
federalism. There was a time when states’ rights were
associated with Orval Faubus and George Wallace
barring the entrance of blacks to public schools. We are
long past that confrontational period. Today, states’
rights m associated with increased, not lessened,
individual guarantees. There is every indication that the
Rehnqtist court will defer to the states when they rely on
state constitutional previsions.

At the top of any agenda for this Bicentennial is
review of James Madison’s words in Ths Fe&ra2ti (No.
44):

The powers delegated by the proposed
Constitution to the federal government
are few and defined. Those which are to
remain in the state governments are
nmerous and indefinite. The former
will be exercised principally on external
objects, as war, peace, negotiation and
foreign commercq with which last the
power of taxation will, for tbe most part,
be connected. The powers reserved to
the several States will extend to all the
objects which, in the ordina~ course of
flairs, concern the lives, liberties, and
properties of the people and the internal
order, improvement, and prosperity of
the State.

Sound policy 200 years ago. Somrd policy
today.

m

1411 U.S. 1
2487 Pac. 2d 1241
3330 U.S. 1
4392 U.S. 236
6384 US, 436
’46S US. 897
7413 us, 15
8380 us. 202
’484 Pac,2d 64
‘0592 Pac .2d 341
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Federalism
and

State Court
Activism

Earl M. Maltz

Comentary on the resurgence of
state court activism has often focused on
issues of federalism. To a certain extent,
this focus is entirely understandable.
After all, state constitutional law
becomes prominent only when state
courts establish principles which
diverge from the Supreme Court’s
interpretation of federal constitutional
law. On its face, such divergence seems to
raise important issues of federal-state
relations. Moreover, the answer to one
key question–whether a state court has
the power to interpret the state
constitution differently from the federal
counterpart-is plainly controlled by
considerations of federalism.

The power question is, however, not oxdy central but
also noncontroversial. All awe that the federsl
constitution in no way constmins sate courts in their
interpretation of the state constitution, that the U.S.
Supreme Cnti has no power to force state cn~ to alter
these interpretations, and that in the event of an
irreconcilable contlict betmn state constitutional law
and federal law the state courts must follow the federal
law. The debatable issues am quite differen~ they invalve
the question of what standards state comts should adopt
to determine state constitutional roles.

Federallam end Models of
State Conatltutlonel Adjudlcatlon

Discussions of federalism figure most prominently in
comparisons of the competing apprasches to state
constitutional adjudication. Each of the approaches
identifies a method for assessing the relationship
between federal and state constitutional law. Three basic
models have been suggested: the pure independent
model, the lockstep model and the reactivtilndependent
model.

Tha Pure Indapandent Approach

Those courts which take the pure independent
position view state constitutional lawaa entirely sepmte
from its federal counterpart. They argue that the analysis
of the Supreme Coti is entitled to no fleater respect
than that of my nther coti. In states where this position
prevails, courts conduct an independent amdysis of each
issue before them tn determine the proper reach of state
constitutional law.

The opinions of those co- which adopt the pura
independent approach follow two basic patterns. Some
hardly even refer to Supreme Comt opinions in
conducting their state constitutional mudysis. This
methodology w adopted by the New Hampshire
Supreme Cnti in .Stak v. Eall. I Mentioning the view of
the Supreme Court only in passing, the Ball comt held
that nnder the state constitution, a police officer had nn
probable cause to seize a mnrijuana cigarette which he
saw in a car ashtrsy during a fawful t~lc stop.

Other cotis which adopt the pure independent

apprOach examine the views of the US. Supreme Court in
greater detail. The npinion of the Colorado Supreme
Court in People v. Sporkde# offem a typical exmnple.
Sporleder involved an attempt to suppress evidence
ohtined through the use of a pen register, “a mechanical
device that records the rmmbera dialed on a telephone by
monitoring the electrical impdses .“ The issue was
whether the police were required to obtain a search
warrant prior to installing such a device.

In Smith v. Mavbnd? the Supreme Court had held
that the use of a pen register dld not constitute a search
within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment, that
telephone users had no “legitimate expectation of
privacy” in the numbers dided. The Sporleder court
smmtized Smith, cnnceded that the relevant state
constitutional provision was “substantially similar” to
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the Fourth Amendment, nnd found, nonetheless, that
“the defendant’s expectation that the numbem dialed
wodd remain free from government intmsion is a
reasonable one” and that a —t was necess~ as a
matter of state law. Other than a simple disagreement
with the Smith mqjority, the Sporleder court gave no
reaaon for rejecting the conclusion of the Supreme Court.

Of come, the fact that a state has adopted the pure
independent position does nnt imply that its courts will
reject the Supreme Court reasoning on any given issue.
The action of the North Carolina Supreme Court in State
v. Aningtonq illustrates this point. Anington revolved
around the question of what constitutes probable muse
supporting the issuance of a ssarch warrant the key issue
w the stilciency of ~ldavits baaed on hearany from
inforrmints, The Supreme Court in Illinois v. Gak#
adopted an analysis which emphasized the “totality of the
circumstances.” The North Carolina court rejected the
notion that the holding of the Supreme Court w binding
in any My on state constitutional clnims, but found that
the state and federal constitutiorml protections were
precisely the same.

In short, it is the methodology rsther than the results
that distin~ishes states using the pure independent
approach. At the other end of the spectrum ara state
courts which use the so-culled lockatep approach,
concluding that the state and federal constitutions
protide the same level of protection, As the Supreme
Court cla.rities or changss its view of the federal
constitution, state constitutiorml law chnnges as well.

The Lockstep Approach

In Montia, Statav. Jacksons engendered a huted
dispute over the desirability of adopting the lockstep
apprOach. Jackson began m a prosecution for drunk
dritin~ at issue wus the admissibility into evidence of the
defendant’s refusal to take a breathalyzer test at the time
of his arrest. The defendant claimed such a refusal wns
testimonial and that, therefore, the admission of
evidence woufd violate his right to be free from
self-incrimination-a right gua.rarrteed by both the
federal nnd state constitutions.

Initiafly the state supreme court found the evidence
inadmissible by a four-three vote. The dissenters argued
that Montana had adopted the loclrstep approach to
self-incrimination issues and that federal constitutional
law did not bar the use of the evidence. The majority
opinion, by contrast, concluded that the evidence wss
inadmissible under the Fifth Amendment nnd that the
“issue is also controlled by the [self-incrimination
protision] of our own constitution,” The majority did not
specifically address the question of whether the state
constitutional protections might differ from those
provided by feded law in its discussion of the state
provision, however, the opinion cited only federnl cases to
support its conclusion.

The state petitioned the Supreme Court for a writ of
certiorari. Prior to the disposition of the writ, the court
held in Sotih Dakota v. Neville7 tiat admission of the

type of evidence at issue in Jackson did not violate any
fedeti constitutional norms. The Court vacated Jackson

and remanded the case for further consideration.
On remand, the Montana Supreme Court reversed

its earlier stance by a five-two-vote. All members of the
m~ority firmly embraced the lockstep approach to
self-incrimination issues, concluding that in this arm of
law the “Montana constitutional _ty sffords no
greater protection tharr that of the Feded constitution. ”
This conclusion brought a bitter dissent from the author
of the original Jackson opinion, stating that “the
majority haa abdicated [its] responsibility by
permitting] the United States Supreme Court to tell us
what our stat e constitution means. ”

Ths Resctivs/lndspendent Approach

Some judges and commentator have advocated an
intermediate position, which can perhaps best be
described ss a raactive/independent approach. Under
reactive/independent anafysis, interpretations of federal
constitutional law presumptively contrul state court
mmlysis. The state courts will adopt a different analysis,
however, if justitied by certain prescribed factors.

The New Jersey caae of Stie v. Hunfc provides a
classic exsmple of reactive/ independent mmlysis. Like
Sporleder, Hunt held that etidence obtained through use
of a pen register is inadmissible as a matter of state law. A
concurring opinion stated that, while not formally
controlling state constitutional adjudication, “the
opinions of the Supreme Court . are nevertheless
important guides on the subjects which they squarely
address. ”QThe opinion then set out seven conditions that
wordd justify the imposition of more stringent state
constitutional guidelines.

Activism, Autonomy and Fsdaraliam

Advocates of the pure independent approach have
attacked both reactive/independent and, most stridently,
lockstep armlysis, claiming that these approaches me
inconsistent with the basic premises of federalism and
that the pure independent approach is a necessary
corollary of the theory that each state is a
qussi-sovereign entity.

To understand the flaw in this argument, one must
tirst analyze the relationship between state court
activism genedly and the concept of state autonomy.
Some commentator seem to believe that such activism
per se advances the values of federalism. For example,
Justice William Brennan cltimed that “every believer in
our concept of federalism must salute this
development [of an increasingly activist posture] in our
state COUrtS.”lOSimilarly, state court protection of rights
not protected by federal law has been described as a
cornerstone of federalism. This argument necesstily
rests on the premise that a refusal by a state court to be
activist implies that it is allowing the Supreme Court to
control the interpretation of the state constitution. Given
this premise, the ne~tive implications of a lack ofjudicial
activism are obvious.
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The difficulty with the argument is that the premise
reflects a fundamental confusion between the decision to
take an actitist posture and the power to choose whether
or not to be activist. Plainly, principles of state autonomy
guarantee to the state courts the right to adopt any rule of
law not inconsistent with the federal Constitution. In
exercising this choice, the state court may refuse to take a
more activist position than the Supreme Court for a
variety of r~ons. The state court maybe persuaded by
the reasoning of the Supreme Conrt on the issue; it may
believe that the state constitution provides less
protection than the federal constitutio~ it may even
believe that the state constitution does not deal with the
relevant issue at all. In any of those cases, the state court
will be bound tn apply the law as enunciated by the
Supreme Court. This obligation does not imply, howwer,
that the state court accepts the doctrine of the Supreme
Coti as a binding interpretation of state law instwd,
the obligation is derived from the Supremacy Clause,
which binds the statacourt tohonor applicable federal
law.

Onca this point is understood, it becomes clear that
state court activism in and of itself does not advance the
cause of fedemfism. Federalism is concerned with the
allocation of authority between the state md fedem.1
governments. Thus, considemtions of federalism arc
important when the United Stites Supreme Coti
reviews state legislation. The question in such caaes is
whethera stite can retin its lodlywtablished ndeor
must yield to a paramount national principle enmcisted
by the Supreme Coti. By contrast, state court review
under the state constitution raises no such issues. The
only question is whether the controlling mle will be that
established by the legislature or a coti-made substitute.
In either case, the relevant decision will be made at the
state level.

Once the link between the concepts of federalism and
activism is broken, Iockstep a.nafysis emergas in quite a
different light. Basically, a decision by a state court to
follow such analysis reflects the view that there is no need
for additiouaJ judicial review in a system where it exists at
the federaf level. Such a decision does not enhace federal
powar in any respect instead, it simply takes account of
an mm.lterable reality-the existence of federal judicial
review-in determining the allocation of authority
mnong state gnveming bodies. The choice is not between
federal ad state judicial power but rather between state
judicial and legislative power. The comts which advorate
lockatep anafysis simply choose to aflomte maximmn
power to the state legislature.

In short, the substance of Iockatep analysis is entirely
consistent with the basic concept of state autonomy. Of
course, one can still attack the standard verbal
fomdations of the approach, which seem to suggest that
Supreme Coti decisions somehow create state
constitutional law. For Iockstep cotis, however, these
flaws in articulation have had little impact on the
practical rssults reached.

By contmt, analogous difficulties create very real
federalism-related problems for more activist state
comts. These difficulties revolve around the application
of the concept that federal constitutional decisions create
a minimum standard for state court anafysis.

The Problem of the Falaa Floor

The imags of federal constitutional lawns a “floor” in
state litigation pervades most commentary on state
constitutional law. The contention is that state judgas
must not apply mfes which fall below this floor. Cotis

my, however, appeal to the state constitution to
establish a higher ceiling of rights for individuals.

Certainly, as a matter of federal law, state cows are
boud not to apply any mle which is inconsistent with
dacisions of tbe Supreme Coti. The Supramacy Clause
of the U.S. Constitution CIWIY embodies this mandate.
It wmdd be a mistalte, hnwever, to view federal law aa a
floor for state constitutiontd analysis. Principles of
federalism prohibit the Supreme Coti from dictating
the content of state law. In other words, state cotis are
not required to incorpomte fedemlly crated principles
into their .s&te constitutional analysi~ the only
requirement is that in the event of an irreconcilable
conflict between federal and state law, the federal
principles must prevail.

This distinction craates no problems for courts which
follow Iockstep analysis, which rests on the conclusion
that state law-baaed judicial activism is simply
inappropriate in the area under considemtion. Thus the
state coti need not specufate on what rights wodd be
guamnteed if such activism ware appropriate.

State cotis following either the pure independent or
reactive/independent models are faced with far more
diflicdt prnblems. Unlike lockstep courts, thay cannot
claim to be deferring to the state legislature except when
forbidden to do so by the Supramacy Clauae of the U.S.
Constitution. Instead they must make an independent
determination of the merits of aach case baaed solely on
the principles of state constitutional law. If that ausfysis
begins with the federal “floor,” the state court is allowing
a federal govemmentaf body—the Supreme Court-to
define (at least to some extent) the rights guaranteed by
the stite constitution, Thus, to avoid cnnflict with
fundamental principles of state autonomy, a coti
deciding whether to expand federal protections as a
matter of state law must use a two-stage process. It must
first determine whether the federal protections are
incorporated in the state constitution and only then
determine if those protections are more expansive under
state law.

Of cowse, state constitutional law does not exist in a
vacuum. Judges operate within a context that includes a
body of federal law which state cows are powerless to
change. Clearly, in making their decisions, state judges
quite properly take this body of law into account. They
cannot, however, aflow federd judges to dictate the
content of state constitutional doctrine.
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In short, the conccl)t of’ federalisn~ suggests
constraints on judges who would ado~>teither the pure
independent or the reactive/independerlt approach to
state constitutional adjudication. These constraints are,
however, relatively minor. The only necessity is that state
courts consult their own preexisting law rather than
simply adopting federal constitutional stidards as a
floor for state constitutional analysis. Once this
requirement is satisfied, considerations Of state
autonomy are irrelevant to the ultimate result.

The Future of State ConaUtutional Theory

Discussions of state autonomy have played far too
lwge a part in state constitutional analysis. On close

examination, most of the expressed federalism-related

conceras prove groundless. Moreover, by focusing on

such considerations courts and commentators divert
attention from the real issues involved—the allomtion of
decisionmting authority within each stite’s
government.

Arralysis of this problem shodd begin by reference to
gened constitutional themy. Application of such theory,
homver, must also tie into account the special context
in which state courts operate. Marry commentators point
to state-specific characteristics which claim they shoufd
lad state co@ to assmne greater power in the
governing process. These activists totally igrrore the
centm.1 point that state co@s operate in an environment
in which the Iegislatue will always be constrained by
federal judicial review.

This fact generates the central issue of state
constitutional theo~ do we wish to constract a system in
which the judgment of state legislatures is subordinated
to the sense of fairness of not one but two sets of judges?
The activist response has often been that such a system is
a necessary corollary to the American concept of
federalism. This argument is, I believe, totally uusound.
Until a more persuasive justification is put forth, the case
for state court activism will remain unproved.
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Church-State
Issues and

State
Constitutions

G. Alan Tarr

Among the many articles in law
reviews and social science journals
examining the resurgence of state civil
liberties law, only a handful has
examined state rulings on religious
liberty or church-state issues. Even
fewer have undertaken in-depth
analyses of relevant state constitutional
provisions. This omission is regrettable,
because some states have sought their
own solutions to these complex issues at
a time when the U.S. Supreme Court’s
jurisprudence of church and state is in
disarray.

With Supreme Court rulings under the
Establishment Clause commanding only nsrrow
majorities, with dissentem openly challenging decisions,
and with even justices sympathetic to the court’s
interpretation confessing difflmdty in applying the
mandates to specific situations, there is ample reason to
investigate whether recoume tn state constitutional
gmuantees might offer more consistent direction.

State constitutions w furnish such direction, but it
must be remembered that provisions dealing with
reIigion were ofien developed as responses to specific
controversies and, consequently, bsar the murks of their
origins. In addition they frequently reflect a different
perspective on relations between church and stite thnn is
found in the U.S. Constitution.

The relationship between church and state under the
federal Constitution was freed during the founding period
snd hss never been altered, but the states have smended
and revised their constitutions in recognition of chaging
views and in response to the emergence of new
church-state issues.

The constitutional lmguage in many states tends to
be considerably more concrete snd specific than that in
the feded docment. This accounts, for example, for the
emphnsis on “no aid” and on freedom of worship in early
-tees. State provisions slso represent cOnstitutiOn-
nljudgtrrents shout contentious church-state issues, and,
ss such, lend themselves to direct application with only
minimal interpretation.

There are some common features in the trentment of
church-state issues. Most state constitutions acknow-
ledge the existence of God, and many encourage worship.
Almost all state constitutions contain emphatic
prohibitions on favoring a particular religion and on
giving financisl aid to religious groups and institutions,
frequently baaing these bans on the importance of
avoiding intrusion by gevemment into the reafm of
freedom of conscience. Most state constitutions ufso seek
to maintain separation of church and state in education,
in part by safeguarding public funds for public schools
mrd preventing their diversion to sectarian institutions
and purposes, in part by banning religious pmctices in
schools receiving state funds. Nevertheless, some states,
particularly during the 19th md esrly 20th centuries,
sought to ensure that these prohibitions would not be
interpreted to interfere with traditional practices such as
Bible reading in public schools by inserting provisions
either permitting or requiring such prnctices.

The adoption of these provisions suggests that in
their absence the practices they authorized wodd have
been incompatible with constitutional principles and
directs our attention to how state constitutions have been
and should be interpreted in resolving long-standing md
current is>ues.

State Aid to Raligious Schools

Almost sll state constitutions expressly prohibit aid
to schools that we controlled by religious denominations
or teach religious doctrines. In the few cases on direct aid
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that have arisen, the courts have almost always struck
down the aid, However, particulmly since World War II,
numerous state cases have focused on the constitu–
tionality of indirect aid, such as providing transportation
or textbooks to students attending non-public schools.
Because the U.S. Supreme Court h= mled that such
programs do not violate the Flint Amendment, the basis
for challenge has typically been the state constitution.

Most states adopted strong constitutional prohi–
bitions on aid in the wake of Catholic attempts to secure
funding for parochial schools. Given the emphatic and
comprehensive “no aid lauguage in most state con-
stitutions and the historical circumstances leading to its
adoption, it seems reasonable to conclude that indirect
aid to parochial schools should also be viewed as
constitutionally suspect. Some states, recognizing the
implications of their constitutional prohibitions, have
revised their constitutions specifically to authorize such
aid (e.g., New Jersey, New York and Wisconsin).

Most state constitutions, however, have neither
expressly authorized nor prohibited the provision of bus
transportation or the loarI of textbooks to students in
non-public schools. In riding on these programs, state
CO* have divided almost evenly. For the most part, the
variation seems to reflect the courts’ willingness or
unwillingness to read the applicable provisions as
independent constitutional judgments on the perrais-
sibility of aid to religious institutions.

Stite courts which have upheld the challen&d
prows have tended to assame, often without
suppoting analysis, that the relevant state provisions
impose no greater restriction than does the First
Amendment. In addition, they have usually claimed
either that the challenged programs benefited the child
rather thau the school or that the valid public purposes
served by ensuring mfety or providing better eduration
juzt~]ed their continuation. Courts which have
invalidated indirect aid programs have been more
attuned to the differences in language between federal
md state constitutions and to differing historical
experiences. If the U.S. Supreme Court decides that
heretofore prohibited forms of indirect aid are
compatible with the Establishment Clause-not a
farfetched possibility given the divisions on the
Court-one can expect renewed litigation under state
constitutions. Shodd this happen, stite courts will have
both the opportunity and the constitutional basis to chart
an independent course.

Publlc Sponsorship of
Rellglous Prectices end Dlspleys

Many state constitutions not only prohibit
governmental expenditures for sectarian parposes but
also expressly forbid setian control or influence in
schools supported by state funds. These previsions serve
two purposes: they prevent the public finding of
pwochial schools, aad they address Catholic concerns
about the prevalence of Protestant religious practices
and the inculcation of Protestant doctrine in the public

schools. More generally, several state constitutions
guarautee an absolute freedom of worship and forbid
government from compelling attendance at a place of
worship. Taken together, these provisions provide a clear
basis for invalidating religious practices in the public
schools and, more generally, for ensuring that state
guvemment does not interfere with freedom of belief and
worship,

At least initially, however, these restrictive
provisions did not have much effect. In states where
constitutional gumntees of freedom of worship and
belief antedated public education, those guarantees did
not prevent the institution of Bible reading and daily
prayer in the schools or curtail the pervasive
(non-monetary) support for Protestant Christianity. In
states which banned sectarian influences in state-fmded
schools, the constitutional guamntees typically did not
eliminate religious practices. Nonetheless, the adoption
of these constitutional principles was important, for it
furuished a weapon for litigants who would later
challenge state sponsnmhip of religious practices.

The cha.llenga to religious practices in the public
schnols began during the 19th century. Five state courts
anticipated tbe U.S. Supreme Coti’s analysis in School
Distit of Abington Township v. Schmppl by striking
down B]ble reading in the schools under their state
constitutions. The Florida mrd New Jersey supreme
courts upheld Bible rsadingbut nded against distribution
of the Gidenn Bible to students as an unconstitutional
sectarim preference. The New Mexico court forbade
distributing of other religious literature on similar
grounds. Most state courts, hnwever, rejected
constitutional challen~s to Bible reading and other
sectarian observances in the public schools. Tn do so,
they were forced to deny that the Bible was sectarian,
arguing that its adoption “by nne or mnre denominations
as authentic . or inspired cannot make it a sectarian
book.”z They also had tn contend that the use of aversion
of the Bible favored by a ptiicdm sect dld not constitute
gnvemmental endorsement nr preference for a partictim
religion. Finally, they had to deny that school prayer and
Bible reading transformed the clmsmom into a place of
worship, insisting that the constitutional ban on
compelling attendance at a place of worship applied only
tn places where people met for that express purpose.

These assertions, unconvincing though they are,
demonstrate the commitment of many state courts to
upholding Bible reading in the schools. Indeed, even after
the Supreme Court struck dnwn the practice under the
federal Constitution, the Florida Supreme Court
continued to insist that Bible reading was not a religious
exercise. Paradoxically, the state Comtsr opinions also
underline the strength of state constitutional strictures
on gavemment sponsorship of religious practices. State
co@ were thus forced to misrepresent the situations
they confronted in order to uphold the practices they
favored. Should new issues arise, these constitutional
provisions a serve as a barrier to efforts to compromise
the secuku character of the public schools.
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A more difficult question is posed by state

sponsorship of religious practices or displays. State

courts must resolve these issues in light of the state’s
more general constitutional church-state provisions.
Prior to 1984, when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that
the inclusion of a nativity scene in a Christmas display on
public property did not violate the First Amendment,
courts in five states had addressed the issue. In three
instances (Florida, Oklahoma md Oregnn), the courts
rtied that there w no constitutional violation. The
supreme courts in Csliforrria ad Colorsdo held the
opposite view.

In only three of these wes did the courts consider
whether the displays violated the state bill of rights, The
Colorado Supreme Coti, maintaining that the state aud
federal religion guarantees wera similsr, relied on the
U.S. Supreme Coti decision in Lemon v. Kwtzrnnn3 in
interpreting the state gusrantee and concluded that the

appellats had shown a clesr institutional violation. In
contrazt, the Oklahoma aud California courts undertook
independent interpmtition of their state ~taes,
slbeit with conflicting rasdts.

One might well genemlize the issue Is it tild under
state constitutions for the stataa to recognize and
support religion in genersl? Needless to WY, much
depends on the specific constitutional lmrguaga. The
preambles of most contempor~ state constitutions
expressly recognize tbe existence of God, otterr admitting
the state’s dependence on His blessin&, and several
aclmnwledge a duty of religious womhip, The
constitutions of the American states, taken together, nra
fsr from neutrsl on the question of religious belief. But
this recognition neither obligates nor authorizes the
states to give finsncial support to religion. Indeed, mmry
state constitutions preclude such support in no ucertsin
tecrns.

From the foregning observations, it appears thst
state constitutions would not be violated by
@vemmentsJ recognition of religion and religious
practices so long aa this recogrrition did not: (1) entail
favoritism to psrtictiar sects or religions; (2) involve

firrmcinl aid to religiom and (3) interfere with the
freedom of religious belief, sentiment and worship.
Whether progmrns codd be detised that would meet
these exacting requirements is a real question, ss is
whether such prows wodd run afoul of the
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment,
Nonetheless, tbe fact that such criteria ran be developed
once again underscores the fact that state constitutions
tend to incorporate a different perspective on church and
state than is found in the fedeml Constitution.

Conclusions

State constitutional provisions deuling with church
and state have been faahioned out of distinctive historical
experiences, and reliance on these provisions can lead to
different resdta than would be obtained by relying on the
FiratArnendment, at l-t as presently interpreted by the
U.S. Supreme Court. Yet, even if it is possible to develop a

state jurisprudence of church snd state, is it appropriate
snd desirable to do so?

One way to answer that question might be to examine
how state courts, relying on their state constitutions,
wodd likely mle on various church–state issues and then
detemrine whether the results are more desirable thmr
under the First Amendment. This is not an appropriate
basis for deciding whether tn bsse mlings on state
constitutions. For one thing, such a restit-oriented
approach retards rsther thsn promotes the development
of state constitutional law. In addition, if judicid
decisions me to be defensible, they must be seen as rooted
in judgment rather thnn in will, snd a resort to state
constitutions which is opportunistic rather than
principled undermines that perception. Examination of
the s~dmds prnposed by jurists and scholars for
determining when judges should rely on state
constitutiomd protections in rasolving issues of
individual rights reveals thnt the development of m
independent state jurisprudence of church and state is
not only possible but indeed legitimate and desirable.

The most expansive conception of the role to be
accorded state constitutional protections is the “state law
tirat” or “fimt things first” appruacb originally proposed
by Justice Hans Llnde of tbe Oregmr Supreme Court.
Linde argues that judgas should afways address and
resolve state constitutional challen~s to state legislative
or executive action before addressing themselves to
federal constitutional issues, This insistence on looking
at state hw first logically follnwa, be contends, from the
relationship nf state and federal law in protecting rights.
One cannot detemine whether a state has violated the
Due Process or Equal Protecting clauses of the
Fourteenth Amendment until the stite has completed its
action, arrd this includes not only action by tbe state’s
legislative and/or executive branches but also the
evaluation by the stite judiciary of the compatibility of
their actions with state law. If a violatinn of the stste’s bill
of rights is found, then the success of the state
constitutional challenge seines to dispose of the federal
constitutiorrsl chnllenge and obviates the need for a court
to address itself to those federal issues. From this
perspective the development of a state jurisprudence of
church and state is not nnly permissible but indeed
essential for the stite cnnstitutinn to fulfill its role in the
Americsxr legal system.

Another group of schnlars arrdjurists has concluded
that the federal Constitution should provide the primary
protection for citil liberties and that state bills of rights
shndd be viewed as supplementary. From this it follows
that state courts must justify their actions when they
choose to rely on state rather thau federal constitutional
guamntees. The presumption in favor of federd law is
particularly strong, according to most advocates, when
the U.S. Supreme Court has provided direction by ruling
on the same question confronting the state cnurt. In such
circumstances, state judges, even in interpreting
provisions of the state constitution, should be guided by
the Supreme Court’s interpretation.
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Yet even those espousing this :J(]sition recognize that
sbte protections of individud rights have a role to pPdy.

Several scholars and judges have listed criteria for

distinguishing situations in which reliance on the state
constitution is appropriate. Several factors seem to show
up consistently, among them textwal differences between
federal and state constitutions and a distinctive
legislative history for the state provision which indicates
the validity of a broader interpre~tion. If one concludes
that this repetition indicates a consensus about the
adequacy of these factors as justification for independent
constitutional development, it is plain that a state
jurisprudence of church and state is warrmted.

The criterion of textual differences is met by tbe
significant differences in the specificity and scope of the
feded and state guarantees, and the criterion of
distinctive legislative history by the circumstances
surrounding the adoption of state provisions on
disestablishment, on aid to sectarian schools and
religious influences in tie public schools. Put differently,
even if one accords a presumption in favor of federal law,
as elabomted by the Supreme Court, there is ample basis
for looking to state constitutions in cases involving
church and state.

Finally, some commentator have ~ed that the
societal interests in legal uniformity, consistency and
comprehensibility should lmd state judges to rely on the
federd Constitution, as interpreted by the Supreme
Court, rather thaD on state guarantees of civil liberties.
What typically underlies this position is the assumption
that state courts shodd defer to the Supreme Court
because of the stature of the court and the quality of its
anafyses. That justification disappem when the court is
inconsistent and unconvincing. Indeed, an inability of the
Supreme Court to provide adequate direction affords

~Ple justifimtion to lonk to the state constitution for
Wldance.

w

1374 U.S. 203 (1963)

‘Hackett u. Brookville Graded School District 87 S. W, 792, 794 (Ky.
1905)

3403 U.S. 602 (1971)
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